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Sumnarv i 

The optimum positron-producing energy in linac 
injected et colliders is investigated from the averge 
luminosity point of view. It has been found that with 
a fixed injector energy, Et, there exists a minimum 
injection time at E+/Et=1/4, where E+ is the positron- 
producing energy. This corresponds to the maximun of 
average luminosity when no single beam instability 
"CCUIZS. On the other hand, when the storable currents 
are limited by fast head-tail instability, the minimum 
injection time takes place at E+/E,=1/3 while the max- 
imum of average luminosity shifts to lower value. 
These results can be understood because, besides the 
two competing physical processes, i.e. the number of 
positrons produced favors higher E+ and the damping 
time favors luwer E+, now lower E+ gives higher ins- 
tability threshold. For numerical calculations, the 
parameters of Beijing Electron Positron Collider (BEPC) 
are used. 

Introduction 

Among e'colliders with linac as injectors, the 
choices of positron-producing energy are widely dif- 
ferent. so, there arises the question whether there 
is an optimum value from the average luminosity point 
of view for a fixed investment on the linac with less 
than full er.ergy injection. 

General Remarks (l)(2)(3) 

From basic definition, the luminosity is given by, 
under usual simplified conditions: 
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where one bunch per beam and equal positron and elec- 
tron currents, I, are assumed. The current is limited 
by the maximum allowable beam-beam tune-shift: 
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where f is the revolution frequency of the beams,ex, 
horizontal beam emitLance, a", vertical c function at 
interaction point. re, class P cal eiectron radius and 
y=E/m,c2. so 
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Equs (2) and (3) mean that if the emittance is held 
constant with energy the currents stored will vary as 
-( and the luminosity as y2. Because of different 
loss mechanisms, beam currents, I, decay approximately 
according to 

I=I,2 
-t/T 
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where T is the overall beam lifetime. Substitute (4) 
into (1): 
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the average luminosity, tyYintegration is 

where T~=T~/T,,T~=T~/T~;T~,T~ are collision time 

and injection time respectively and L the peak lumino- 
sityatthe begining of collision. 

From equ.(6), one obtains that when 
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The average luminosity has a maxinum: 

A -2-r Emax=Le c (8) 

We shall use suffix f.e. to stand for fixed emit- 
tance meaning the emittance is not changed with energy 
through the use of wiggler magnets. Other mode of 
operation, such as maintaining the beam-beam tune shift 
constant through adjusting cX for different currents 
also exists. However, in order to save space, only 
f.e. case will be given as illustration. 

Optimization of Average Luminosity at the 

Designe Current ____ no Single Beam instability 

Now assume there is no single beam instability 
limiting the current that can be stored in the ring. 
Let us consider the question for an injector wirh total 
energy(or investment) fixed, what is the optimum posi- 
tron-producing energy corresponding to maximum Lmax ? 

The injection time T. composes of three parts 
which can be expressed aslthe following when the opera- 
ting energy E 

opt 
> the injection energy Ei 

Ti= 
Nb T+h'bT+T 

Y(E+)n-7+ x n-n- x r (9) 

where T is the combination of switching time, magnet 
standar 5. lzation time and ramping time. Y is the number 
of positrons captured for acceleration per incident 
electron per GeV energy, Xb is the required number of 
particles per beam, n- is the number of electrons per 
linac pulse,ll+ is the storage ring capture efficiency 
for positron and electron respectively, taking as >rac- 
tically constant over the energy range conserned, and 
T is the transverse damping time related to lattice 
pgrameters by, using well known notations, 

(10) 

Y for a concrete installation, depends on targeting, 
focusing, bunching and geomatrical arrangments. How- 
ever, there are theoretical and experimental evidences 
that it is practically a constant. Chehab etc. (4)give 
the experimentally measured result of 3.3x10-2ef/e-. 
Gev for one Gev inci&;t,beam, while the theoretical 
result of James etc. 1?1 2.7x10-2e+/e- Gev for 1 Gev 
beam and 3.9x10-2ef/e- Gev for 80 Mev beam. BEPC ?reli- 
minary design (b)(7) gives a calculated figure of 
3.1x10-2ef/e- Gev for 370 Mev beam. For the following 
analysis, we will take it as a constant. 

Equ. (9) can be written as: 

'ri 2 (~b~x/YE+n-~+) + Tr (:1) 

Substitute (10) into (IL) and remembering Et=E++Ei. one 
has 

~i=(NbK/T,Yn_~+E:(E+/Et)(l-E+/~t)3) +:r (12) 
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E+= Et/4 (13) 

'li assumes a minimum given by 

Cijmin- Tr 44 
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Fig. 1 (a) shows the variation of ~~ vs E+/Et. 

With Ti given by eq. (12), one may solve for rc 

according to eq. (7) and calculate the ratio of 

Lx fi, by: 

i (15) 

L, stands for peak luminosity as the designed energy. 
The results obtained are under the assumption that 

there is no single beam instability. In most cases, 
the storable current is injection energy dependent. 
This will be treated in.the following section. 

Optimization of Average Luminosity When Beam 
Currents are Limited by Fast Head-tail Instability 

The fast head-tail instability is generally con- 
sidered as the limiting factor for storable currents 
especcally when injection energy is low. The threshold 
of fast head-tail instability is difficult to calculate 
accurately. In the following, an approximate treat- 
ment based upon scaling from spear's result(8)(9)will 
be discussed. 

For machine similar to SPEAR, say BEPC, one can 
write 

EiQs -- Ith(BEPC)=:GlRl+G2R_)SEPC x ( 
BLRl+BzR2 

EiQs 
) SPRAR 

x Ith(SPEAR)=kEi (16) 

where E. is the injection energy, Q is the phase 
oscillakion frequency assuming kep? constant,B182 the 
average D value at R.F. cavity and the average vertical 
B repectively, RL,2 the transverse impedance of R.F. 
cavity and vacuum chamber respectively. 
the injection time expression (12) now becomes: 

Ti= (17) 

Where x is used to denote E /E . 
By differentiation , oie gbtains the condition for 

minimum injection time with fast head-tail instability 
limitation: 

E+=Et/3 (18) 
and 
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Fig.1 (b) shows the variation of 7. vs E+/Et for this 
case. NOW, the peak luminosity co?responding to dif- 
ferent injection energy can be expressed as : 
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Substitute the above into eq. (6), one obtains the 
expressions of average luminosity for fixed emittance 
as: 
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Give x value, one may calculate the corresponding 

?i when machine parameters are given. And by assuming 
different zc values, one can obtain the maxmum average 
luminosity as a function of E+/Et. 

Numerical Computations 

Taking BEPC design parameters for example: T-6.7 
hrs, T,=24 min, -rr=0.06 , K=0.187 (set Gev3), Nb=3.3X 

, n-=1x0.5x6.Ex10L~ x2.5::10-~=7.8~~0~ , 
NbK/T, Yn-Il+=0.131 Eopt f2.a 

The total linac energy is related to the klystron 
out-put power approximately by 

- E_(Gev)=0.405 tP@lW) (22) 
L 

Substitute the above numbers in (12), one can find 
ri corresponding to different E+/E, ani then from eq. 
(7), one may solve for Tc. If we use L, to denote 1.7 
x1031 cm-*,-l, the de:igned luminosity at 2.8 Gev, one 
can finally get Lax/L, according to eq.(15) as a func- 
tion of E+/Et for the case of no single beam instabi- 
lity as given in fig. 2. It can be seen at E&./E,=1/4, 
all curves have a maximum. However, one should note 
the variation of these curves are generally rather slow 
and cm,, /?, decreases only slightly for E+/E, values 
lower than L/4. For example, if E+/Et is chosen as 
l/10 instead of l/4, the reduction of tmax/LO is only 
a few percent for most cases while the gain in injec- 
tion energy is 20%. What ratio E+/Et we should chose 
is indeed worth of careful consederation even for the 
case of no single beam instability. Taking fast head- 
tail instability into consideration, one may calculate 
the current threshold according to eg. 
ting the following numbers. For ,,,,l~~'cl~r:"~lis':,"- 
Gev, Qs=0.035, BL=llrm, 82=20m, RL=0.3R, R2=0.7 R (R is 
the total transverse impedance) and the measured Ith 
(SPEAR)=5ma. For BEPC(7) : Q,=O.OZ, BL=8m, fi2=12m, and 
vacuum chamber impedance can be assumed to be l/i of 
Spear's, R.F. cavity impedance, l/10 of Spear's. Here 
Qs is assumed to be practically a constant through com- 
puter control to avoid synchro-beta resonance. 

Then one obtains k=24. Substituting 66ma as the 
designed current I, at 2.8 Gev. in eq.(17), one may 
calculate Ti as fuction of F&/Et and finally find 
maximum average luminosity for f.e. case from eq. (21) 
after Tc is optimized. The results of these calcula- 
tions are given in Fig. 3. It can be seen for the case 
that beam currents are limited by head-tail instability. 
the maximum of Lmax occurs near E+/Et=l/lO for most 
cases with klystron output power varies between 16 MW 
and 32MW. 

The above result might be explained by the fol- 
lowing argument. When not limited by single beam ine- 
r-ability, two competing processes take place to deter- 
mine the optimum positron producing energy. The number 
of positron produced favers high positron producing 
energy E+ but the damping time consideration perfers 
lower E+, i.e. higher injection energy. When stored 
currents are limited by fast head-tail instability, 
another factor comes into play, i.e. lower E+ given 
higher current threshold. Therefore, the maximum 
average luminosity moves to lower energy region. 

Variation of Parameters 

Results of the above analysis depend on the mu- 
merical values assumed for various parameters and it 
is not at all sure that these numbers represent the 
real operating conditions. Therefore, the assumed 
parameters are varied from typical situation in order 
to investigate the range of validity of the above 
analysis. 

The iniection time eq.(17) can then be written as 

Ti= 
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with a,b,c and d to take care of the variations in fast 
head-tail threshold, Yn-n+ , T, and T, respestively by 
assuming values 4f -0.5 and 1. 

The result of computation for each variation of 
those parameters for a typical operating condition with 
16MW power input to the accelerator are given in Fig. 3 
and Fig.4. It can be seen from these curves the varia- 
tion of parameters does not chang the general behavior 
because the functional dependence remains unchanged. 
Furthermore, according to these figures. The effect of 
different parameters can be readily evaluated. 

Conclusions 

Admitted the above is a simplified analysis of a 
complicated situation, however it seems to indicate the 
advisability of choosing F+/Et%l/10 for BEPC for the 
following reasons: 

1) When stored current is not limited by single 
beam instability, the minimum injection time and max- 
imum average luminosity ockur at E+/E =1/4 with flat 
variation. Thus if one choose E+/Et= E /LO, the loss in 
average luminosity is insignificant while one gains 20% 
in injection energy. 

2) When stored current is limited by fast headtail 
instability, then minimum injection time occurs at 
E+/Et=1/3. However, because of the fact that stored 
currents depend on injection energy, the maximum averge 
luminosity occurs around E+/Et(Ll/lO. In BEPC, for kly- 
stron power output of 32MW. the choice of F.+/EtQ1/10 
represents an improvement in average luminosity over 
E+/Et=1/4 by as much as 36% for f.e. case and at the 
same time the injection energy will increase by 20% and 
one can have full energy injection over wider range. 

3) The beam power at the positron-producing target 
is reduced and thus radiation demage,cooling and radia- 
tion shielding problems, will also be alleviated. 

4) Most instabilities are more readily damped 
because of higher injection energy. 
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